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HPO and NAS

● Selection of hyperparameters and neural network architecture has a large 
impact on performance of the model

● Example: various architectures in NASBench201 have significantly different 
performances



Challenges with Large-Scale HPO and NAS

● Costs make large-scale HPO difficult and often unviable
○ Evaluating 50 configurations for a 340-million-parameter BERT model (Devlin et al., 

NAACL’19) on the 15GB Wikipedia and Book corpora would cost around $500,000

● Multi-fidelity methods such as ASHA (Li et al., MLSys’20) require specifying 
max amount of resources

● How to specify the max amount of resources?
○ Usually overestimated to guarantee convergence
○ Excellent configurations could be found using far fewer resources

● Insight: ranking of configurations is relatively stable after initial part of training
○ Learning curves rarely cross in later stages of training (excluding noise)



PASHA

● Variation on ASHA (Li et al., MLSys’20) - asynchronous successive halving
● Idea: dynamically increase max resources depending on if ranking of 

configurations is stable
○ Start with a small initial amount of maximum resources
○ Progressively increase them if the ranking of the configurations in the top two rungs (rounds of 

promotion) has not stabilized
○ Due to stochasticity, some benevolence in rankings needed → use soft ranking

● Particularly useful for HPO on massive datasets



Illustration



Soft Ranking

● Configurations are equivalent if their performance difference is less than ϵ
○ Estimate ϵ based on noise in rankings across epochs
○ Intuition: configurations that repeatedly swap their rankings are similar



Results - NAS



Combination with Bayesian Optimization



Results - HPO on Large Datasets



Summary

● PASHA dynamically selects the amount of maximum resources
● Significant speedup of HPO and NAS without sacrificing the performance

○ Especially on large datasets

● Can be combined with Bayesian Optimization search strategies
● PASHA is available within Syne Tune HPO framework: 

https://github.com/awslabs/syne-tune
● Tutorial for PASHA is also available: https://syne-

tune.readthedocs.io/en/latest/tutorials/pasha/pasha.html

https://github.com/awslabs/syne-tune
https://syne-tune.readthedocs.io/en/latest/tutorials/pasha/pasha.html
https://syne-tune.readthedocs.io/en/latest/tutorials/pasha/pasha.html
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